We process seismic broad-band data from southern Norway by cross correlation of ambient seismic noise in view of getting a better image of the crustal structure in the area. The main data set sterns from the temporary MAGNUS network which operated continuously from 2006 September to 2008 June. Additionally, data from permanent stations of the National Norwegian Seismic Network, the NORSAR array and GSN stations in the region are used. We compute vertical component cross-correlation functions using 41 receivers for 3-month time windows. Evaluation of the azimuthal and temporal variation of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and f -k analysis of data from NORSAR array between 3 and 25 s period shows that the dominant source areas of seismic noise are located to the west and north of the network during most of the measurement time, which corresponds well to the Norwegian coast line. During summer months, the SNRs decrease but the azimuthal distribution becomes more uniform between 7 and 12 s period, suggesting a more diffuse character of the wavefield. Primary ocean microseisms above 12 s show different dominant source azimuths during this time period compared to the winter months. Time-frequency analysis is applied to measure Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion curves between each station pair for each 3-month correlation stack and the mean and variance of all dispersion curves is computed for each path. After rejection of low-quality data, a careful analysis shows that the group velocities are not biased by noise directionality. We invert the data for group velocity maps at period bands between 3 and 25 s. At short periods, we find an average Rayleigh wave group speed of about 3 km s −1 and velocity anomalies that correlate very well with local surface geology. While higher velocities (+5 per cent) can be associated with the Caledonian nappes in the central part of southern Norway, the Oslo Graben is reflected by negative velocity anomalies (−3 to −5 per cent). At longer periods, group velocities correlate well with the variation of Moho depths beneath southern Norway.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
The use of ambient seismic noise to infer the Earth's structure is becoming an increasingly popular and established approach. Due to its permanent availability and the main energy contribution at comparatively short periods, seismic noise has the capability to fill the gap in conventional seismological data which exists due to lack of earthquakes on local and regional scales. Aki (1957) suggested an autocorrelation method which allows to estimate phase velocities of surface waves based on the stochastic character of the noise wavefield. Also in other disciplines, like acoustics (Roux & Kuperman 2004 ) and helio-seismology (Duvall et al. 1993) , the potential to infer velocity information or coherent wave fronts from a diffuse wavefield has been recognized (see also Larose et al. 2006) . In seismology, Shapiro & Campillo (2004) and Sabra et al. (2005a) have been among the first authors who showed that cross correlation of noise seismograms reveals the surface wave Green's function between two receivers, and can be used to invert for group velocity maps (Sabra et al. 2005b; Shapiro et al. 2005) . Rayleigh wave tomographies based on seismic noise have since been published for various regions in recent years and have confirmed the reliability of this approach in practice (e.g. Gerstoft et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2006; Moschetti et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2007; Stehly et al. 2009 ). Moreover, the use of phase velocities and Love waves for ambient noise tomographies has been demonstrated (Lin et al. 2008; Yao et al. 2006 Yao et al. , 2008 .
Theoretical derivations have confirmed the observation of empirical Green's functions by cross correlation but also revealed the limitations of that method (Snieder 2004; Roux et al. 2005; Gouédard et al. 2008) . In particular, the requirement of noise sources uniformly distributed over azimuth has been pointed out. Recently, several authors studied and quantified the effect of non-isotropic noise distribution on the Green's function estimate (Tsai 2009; Weaver et al. 2009; Yao & van der Hilst 2009 ). Tsai (2009) quantified the errors due to non-uniform medium between receivers and anisotropic source distribution in a ray-theoretical framework. The study showed that velocity estimates can vary significantly when assumptions are not fulfilled (2-3 per cent deviation in velocity). Weaver et al. (2009) found that the effect is small, provided that a sufficiently smooth non-isotropic source distribution exists. Therefore, careful quality assessment and test of the directionality of noise is mandatory to achieve reliable tomographical models. Within this context, Bensen et al. (2007) gave practical recommendations for the processing of seismic noise and selection of suitable Green's function estimates. Furthermore, seasonal variation of the seismic noise wavefield and its impact on cross-correlation functions have been studied (Stehly et al. 2006; Pedersen et al. 2007; Stehly et al. 2008) .
It has been discovered very early in the history of seismology that the main origin of seismic noise is the ocean swell on coasts (Gutenberg 1936) . Direct interaction between ocean gravity waves and sea bottom generates primary microseisms between 12 and 25 s period. Furthermore, secondary microseisms are observed between 3 and 10 s period. Secondary microseisms are interpreted as generated by interfering water waves travelling in opposite directions towards and away from the coast in localized regions close to the shoreline (Longuet-Higgins 1950; Friedrich et al. 1998 ). For primary microseisms, different explanations and observations have been published. While Friedrich et al. (1998) described and observed the origin close to the shorelines, Stehly et al. (2006) identified source areas within the deep ocean and suggested, therefore, an origin different from secondary microseisms. Amplitudes of seismic noise can be correlated with activity of low pressure areas or wave heights in the oceans (Essen et al. 2003; Stehly et al. 2006) . Furthermore, Stehly et al. (2006) found that the source directions corresponding to the secondary microseismic peak are more stable compared to primary microseisms.
In this study, we compute noise cross-correlation functions (NCFs) from seismic noise recorded on a temporary seismic network in southern Norway. The present crustal and shallow uppermantle structure beneath southern Norway is, contrary to the offshore areas, poorly mapped. However, a good understanding of the geometry and parameters of the crust is relevant to understand the uplift history of the Scandes mountain range in the western part of the Fennoscandian shield (Weidle et al. 2010) . Recently, a new regional surface wave tomography model for northern Europe (Weidle & Maupin 2008) and constraints for Moho depths along three seismic profiles through southern Norway (Stratford et al. 2009 ) gave more insights into the regional structure. However, more information on a smaller scale, in particular a 3-D model for the lithosphere, is still required to constrain geodynamic models. Using data from the MAGNUS seismic network in southern Norway (Weidle et al. 2010) , cross correlation of ambient noise is a first step towards such a model for the crust and shallow uppermantle structure. In this study we give a detailed quality assessment of the applied procedure, and present results from Rayleigh wave group velocity tomography in the period range 3-25 s in the studied region.
DATA P R E PA R AT I O N

Processing
We employ 20 months of data from the 41 seismic broad-band receivers of the MAGNUS network (Fig. 1) . In addition to permanent stations (NORSAR array, BER, KONO, HFC2), the network included a temporary installation of 23 STS-2, six KS2000 and two CMG-40T instruments, which recorded continuously with a sampling rate of 50 Hz. All stations were acquiring data between 2006 September and 2008 June. We process data following the recommendations of Bensen et al. (2007) . After correction for instrument response, offset removal, bandpass filtering between 0.5 and 100 s period and downsampling to 10 Hz, we compute the NCF for each station pair using the vertical seismogram component of 15-min-long time windows. Prior to that, time domain normalization is required to suppress the effect of strong directional sources like earthquakes. We find that weighting down high amplitudes by a running absolute mean as suggested by Bensen et al. (2007) produces the most reliable NCFs. In addition, we pre-whitened the spectrum in the frequency domain to remove biases related to the strong second microseismic peak. After spectral normalization, the spectrum is again tapered between 0.5 and 100 s period and the cross spectrum is built. The emergence of signals in the crosscorrelation function is depending on the considered wavelength, the interstation distance and the duration of correlation. Given the absence of strongly directional noise or considering only well-oriented station pairs, Bensen et al. (2007) showed that individual NCF stacks over 3 months produce reliable Green's function estimates (SNR above 10) for period bands shorter than 25 s using GSN stations within the United States. The authors suggested to use those stacks to assess the measurement uncertainty. Therefore, we transform the 15-min cross spectrum back into time domain and stack it over time intervals of 3 months duration with 1 month overlap. Furthermore, a stack over 20 months (2006 November-2008 is prepared for each station pair. We determine group velocity dispersion curves in a period range from 0.5 to 100 s for all 18 3-month stacks and the 20-month stack by applying time frequency analysis (FTAN, Levshin et al. 1989; Ritzwoller & Levshin 1998) . Subsequently, an averaged dispersion curve and its standard deviation is estimated from the measurements on the different 3-month stacks. Fig. 2 shows a selection of NCFs for two different azimuthal ranges of station pair orientation (20-month stack). Clear causal (energy travelling from western to eastern half-plane) and acausal signals can be observed. The moveout of about 3 km s −1 corresponds well to crustal surface wave velocities. However, the amplitudes and period content of signals differ clearly between positive and negative sides. Station pairs oriented southwest-northeast (Fig. 2a) show comparable amplitudes on both sides, but shorter periods are observed for the causal signal. On the other hand, causal signals show clearly higher amplitudes than acausal parts perpendicular to that direction (Fig. 2b) . The observations of asymmetric NCFs reveal a dominant noise propagation direction from northwest towards southeast. However, the presence of clear acausal signals is evidence for a wider azimuthal distribution of sources. The difference in the frequency content may exist due to the varying energy contribution of primary and secondary ocean microseisms over azimuth. For a more detailed and quantitative test of noise directionality, the SNR of a NCF can be used as an estimate for the source azimuth distribution (Gerstoft et al. 2006) . We compute SNRs in decibels for all station pairs separately for the causal and acausal signals. As signal amplitude, we take the maximum envelope in a time windows between t min = d/3.3 km s −1 − τ max and t max = d/2.6 km s −1 + 2 · τ max , where τ max is the maximum period of the bandpass filter and d the interstation distance (Bensen et al. 2007) . The noise amplitude of the NCF trace is computed as the rms of the envelope between 500 and 1500 s. For example, for those two NCFs corresponding to the smallest interstation distances in Fig. 2 , we obtain broadband SNRs for acausal/causal sides of about 27/33 (Fig. 2a) and 27/32 (Fig. 2b) , respectively. For period-dependent SNRs, we apply bandpass filters directly on the NCFs.
Quality assessment and data selection
SNR and f-k analysis
It has been shown theoretically and in laboratory experiments that there is a square root dependence between stack length and SNR for a homogeneous distribution of noise sources (Larose et al. 2007) . This behaviour has been confirmed in practice by Sabra et al. (2005a) and Gerstoft et al. (2006) for maximum stacking intervals of about 1 month. However, Bensen et al. (2007) showed that the 290 A. Köhler, C. Weidle and V. Maupin emergence rate of empirical Green's function need not to correspond necessarily to a power law with an exponent of 0.5 for longer stacks. Depending on the period and station pair, lower exponents have been observed. Fig. 3 (a) confirms the power-law dependence between SNRs and stack length for our data. We also do not observe a square root dependence, probably due to the anisotropic distribution of noise sources. Figs 3(b) and (c) show the distribution of SNRs of all station pairs for three period bands and both the 20-month and the 3-month stacks. The maximum in the SNR distribution for the 20-month stack is located above SNR = 20 at 3 and 12 s period, what might be an effect of the primary and secondary microseismic peaks. At 7 s, more station pairs have SNRs lower than 20, which can be explained by lack of energy for period bands in-between the microseismic peaks. The SNR distributions are slightly shifted towards higher values compared to the 3-month stack. Fig. 4 shows the variation of broad-band SNRs over time (3-month stacks) and as a function of receiver azimuth for six overlapping subnetworks (see Fig. 1 ). The highest SNRs are observed for station pairs with azimuths between −135
• (southwest) and 45
• (northeast). Therefore, the major generation areas of seismic noise would be located in general to the west and north of the network. This is not surprising given the geography of the Norwegian coastlines. We observe decreasing SNRs in that dominant azimuthal range during summer months. This seasonal variation is more pronounced for seismic noise coming from northwest to north, whereas the western direction remains much more stable. Slightly different SNR distributions are obtained for the six subnetworks, which reflects the proximity of receivers with respect to the coastlines (Fig. 1) . For station groups B, D and F, which are located to the east, the azimuthal range with the highest SNRs is slightly narrower compared to A, C and E, which are located along the coast. This can be explained by the fact that the eastern stations see the noise generating areas in a smaller azimuth range. This would indicate that the dominant noise source areas for southern Norway are local coasts, rather than other known and more distant source regions like northern Norway (Friedrich et al. 1998) . For the eastern subnetworks B, D and F, we observe the existence of a narrow source direction (to the south and southeast), which are too weak to be seen in the West. An explanation for the southern source as seen from B and D, could be seismic noise generated within the Oslo Fjord region. In Fig. 5(a) we show the azimuthal variation of SNRs for six different period bands containing primary and secondary microseisms. Furthermore, we present results of frequency-wavenumber (f -k) analysis of data from the NORSAR array (Fig. 5b) for the same period bands. Theoretically, the wavenumber limits given by the array characteristic imply that f -k analysis at 3 s period is critical. However, since results look still reasonable, we also show this period band. As an estimation for the semblance of a wavenumber vector k, the following quantity is computed (Ohrnberger 2001) :
where Z m (ω f ) is the discrete complex Fourier coefficient of the seismogram for station m (of M receivers in total) at the discrete angular frequency ω f . The term τ m ( k) stands to traveltime delay. Variables f low and f high represent the indices of the lower and upper limit of the period band. f -k maps are computed for 15-min (pre-whitened) time windows and stacked over 1-month intervals. The maximum semblance values of all f -k maps are shown for each azimuth. The corresponding phase velocities vary between 3 and 4 km s −1 , which is consistent with the observed NCF moveout. Note that our semblance estimation is relative within each month, due to the spectral normalization, and semblance values cannot be compared between months. Therefore, Fig. 5 (b) provides information about directionality of the wavefield at a given time interval, but does not reveal any noise energy variation during the year at a given azimuth, as Fig. 5(a) does. Fig. 5 shows a good correspondence between large f -k semblance values and high SNRs considering the azimuthal as well as the temporal distribution. Looking at temporal changes in SNR and semblance as function of period for a particular azimuthal range, no clear seasonal variation can be observed at 3 s period. An explanation for the stability of secondary microseisms as seen at 3 s may be that the generation of seismic noise is less dependent on the seasonally varying storm activity. Within this period band, a low-amplitude, continuous ocean background swell seems to be sufficiently strong to excite the seismic noise wavefield in the studied area. Another explanation for temporal stable SNRs at 3 s could be that the noise is more randomized due to scattering at shorter periods. At longer periods, the character of seismic noise, that is, the azimuthal distribution, is clearly changing over the measurement period. SNRs and f -k azimuths reveal that seismic noise from secondary microseisms at 7 s period is more uniformly distributed in azimuth during summer. Also short-period primary microseisms (12 s) show a similar behaviour. This observation can be explained by less storm activity in the North Atlantic and therefore decreasing energy in oceanic microseisms generated at close shores. Nonetheless, primary microseisms are still dominant at azimuths between −45
• and −90
• during summer. The source areas of both kinds of microseisms seem to be similar during winter for all periods bands. In summer, however, the origin of long-period primary microseisms (longer than 12 s) as seen by SNRs and f -k semblance is dominantly northeast and southwest. Directions from west to north have a very low contribution. An explanation could be that primary and secondary microseisms are generated close to the coast in winter. Since nearby microseismic activity decreases during summer, more far noise sources are seen by the station network, that is, the deep ocean (Stehly et al. 2006) or distant shores. Similar to the SNRs of the eastern subnetworks (Fig. 4) , f -k analysis reveals a narrow dominant source area southeast of the NORSAR array at 10 and 12 s period.
Our observations are in line with those of previous studies in that region. Friedrich et al. (1998) and Essen et al. (2003) analysed seismic noise for four and two winter months, respectively, using (among other networks) the NORSAR array. Friedrich et al. (1998) identified northern Norway and the British Isles as source zones between 12 and 18 s. Between 6 and 9 s the strongest source area was also found to be northern Norway. The authors suggested that secondary microseisms are continuously generated in discrete zones close to the coasts or within fjords. Essen et al. (2003) found that also the southwestern coast of Norway is a source region for secondary microseisms. They confirmed that seismic noise is controlled by wave heights within distinct generation areas. These regions are controlled by coastlines and bathymetry, rather than by the position of a storm itself. Pedersen et al. (2007) used NCFs and f -k analysis to discuss the character of seismic noise in northern Europe (i.e. plane wave versus diffuse wavefield). They analysed data recorded during winter on a broad-band network in Finland and on the NOR-SAR array. They found the noise wavefield to be strongly directional (close to plane wave) and not diffuse in Finland between 5 and 25 s (e.g. high semblance values for western direction). This introduced large, systematic errors in the group velocities obtained from NCFs for not optimally oriented station pairs. On the other hand, the authors showed that the noise between 1 and 4 s was coming from a wider range of azimuths (between south and east, clockwise), in agreement with our findings. However, our results suggest also reliable NCFs in Norway for periods longer than 5 s. Evidences for a more diffuse wavefield, like multiple source areas suggested by SNRs and f -k analysis, prevail compared to those for a pure plane wave character. In contrast to the setup in Pedersen et al. (2007) , the noise source areas (i.e. the Norwegian coastlines) are better distributed around the receivers. Furthermore, we find the wavefield to be more diffuse during summer, a time interval which was not considered by the previous studies. We find also that the 3-month NCF stacks yield clear arrivals with acceptable SNRs. Therefore, it seems to be suitable to determine group velocity dispersion curve from each 3-month stack, separately. In doing so, we can estimate variations in group velocity measurements for different time periods and quantify the general uncertainty including changing noise directionality.
Group velocities
To assess potential inconsistencies between both arrivals, we decide to determine group velocities separately from the causal and acausal signals for each of the 18 3-month stacks, rather than using the symmetric component (Bensen et al. 2007 ). Hence, we can have a maximum of 36 independent velocity measurements for each station pair from which we compute mean and standard deviation. The individual group velocity dispersion curves are obtained interactively using the FTAN software (Levshin et al. 1989; Ritzwoller & Levshin 1998) . In doing so, we manually select station pairs whose NCFs show a reasonable dispersive structure in a particular period range (i.e. a distinct and continuous dispersion branch within realistic velocity bounds). Fig. 6 shows the dispersion curves after averaging the velocity measurements from all 3-month stacks and both parts (causal and acausal if available) for four station pairs. We observe low standard deviations for period bands shorter than 15 s. Furthermore, independently of the orientation of station pair, the averaged velocities are in good agreement with the dispersion curves obtained directly from the 20-month stacks and from 3-month long stacks taken from summer and winter (causal and acausal if available). For period bands longer than 15 s, deviations between summer and winter can be observed, which are also reflected by increasing standard deviations determined from the 3-month stacks. Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows that the measured group velocities are reasonable since they vary around a reference Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion curve. The reference dispersion curve is computed from a continental, crustal model with three layers over half-space [ (Havskov & Ottemöller 1999) .
In addition to the manual pre-selection, we apply several data selection criteria to the NCFs and group velocity measurements to ensure a reliable data base for the tomography. First, each of the following criteria based on the SNRs of each station pair must be fulfilled:
(i) broad-band SNR higher than 12.5 for each 3-month NCF and each side of signal (causal and acausal);
(ii) broad-band SNR higher than 15 for 20-month NCFs; (iii) SNR higher than 15 at each (filtered) target period for 20-month NCFs. Furthermore, the group velocity measurements obtained from all accepted NCFs must satisfy the following criteria at each period:
(i) number of velocity measurements from causal and acausal 3-month NCFs higher than three in total;
(ii) wavelength shorter than one-third of the interstation distance using an upper-bound estimate for the phase velocity of 4 km s −1 (see f -k analysis); (iii) standard deviation of group velocity for all 3-month stacks lower than 0.05 km s −1 ; (iv) 20-month group velocity within 1.5-times standard deviation of 3-month stacks.
Due to the geometry of the station network, more receiver pairs are available within an azimuthal range between −30
• (150) and 75
• (Fig. 7a) . The selection process rejects comparable many of those measurements. An explanation could be too low SNRs for long interstation distances. Furthermore, since this range includes station pairs with azimuths around 45
• , this could also be an effect of suboptimal orientations with respect to the dominant propagation direction of the noise. Fig. 7(b) shows that the accepted group velocity measurements (those averaged over 3-month stacks) vary about 3-4 per cent around the mean of all station pairs at 3, 7 and 12 s period. This is only slightly higher than potential measurement uncertainties given by Tsai (2009) . However, his findings are only valid for period bands longer than 10 s. Furthermore, Tsai (2009) showed that uncertainties increase with period within the valid range. At 12 s, the errors due to inhomogeneous medium between receivers and anisotropic source distribution have been found to be very low. Fig. 7(b) shows also that the group velocities do not systematically depend on station pair orientation and interstation distance, as opposed to the observations by Pedersen et al. (2007) in Finland, where velocities are increasing significantly from 3 km s −1 to about 10 km s −1 for suboptimal orientations. For azimuths which could be considered as suboptimal in our study with respect to the dominant propagation direction of the noise (station pairs oriented southwest/northeast), no group velocity bias is observed in Fig. 7(b) . Even though the noise distribution is not perfectly isotropic, we have neither strongly directional noise propagation nor are there azimuth ranges where noise is missing completely (see SNRs in Figs 4 and 5 at 3, 7 and 12 s period). In other words, the distribution is indeed non-isotropic, but also smooth. Following Weaver et al. (2009) , the measurement error in velocity should therefore be small (see Section 1). Furthermore, the group velocity standard deviation of each station pair (estimated from 3-month stacks) reflects also the scatter introduced by annually changing noise directionality. In case there is a velocity bias to higher values during winter due to a strong and suboptimally oriented source, the more uniform source distribution in summer should yield a different and unbiased estimate. Since all velocity measurements are averaged, the standard deviation would increase. An inconsistency between causal and acausal velocity measurement will also increase the standard deviation due to the same reason. Thus, our pre-selection criterion (σ vel < 0.05 km s −1 ) would reject those station pairs. Therefore, we have good indications that the distribution of noise sources, in combination with our data selection, is sufficient to avoid biases due to dominant propagation directions for the considered period bands.
The spread of group velocity measurements shown in Fig. 7 (b) decreases with increasing interstation distance. Beside the fact that there are less accepted measurements, this observation can also be explained either by more path averaging of small-scale medium inhomogeneities or by smaller measurement uncertainty at longer distances as discussed by Gerstoft et al. (2006) . Indeed, we observe such a trend at 7 and 12 s period in the standard deviations estimated for each individual station pair using the 3-month NCF stacks (grey curves in Fig. 7b) . However, the range of uncertainties is (b) Accepted group velocity measurements for three period bands and dependency on azimuth (top panels) and interstation distance (bottom panels). For comparison, grey lines visualize standard deviations of individual group velocity measurements obtained from 3-month cross-correlation stacks. Individual velocity standard deviations of station pairs are averaged in 65 km (bottom panels) and 18 degree bins (top panels). Averaged standard deviations are plotted with respect to a mean group velocity obtained from all plotted station pairs: 3.02 km s −1 (3 s), 3.13 km s −1 (7 s) and 3.09 km s −1 (12 s).
clearly smaller than the observed spread of group velocities, which is therefore most likely reflecting inhomogeneities in the studied area.
G RO U P V E L O C I T Y T O M O G R A P H Y
Results
We perform inversions for Rayleigh wave group velocity maps following the method of Barmin et al. (2001) . First, we invert for periods of 3, 7 and 12 s (Fig. 8) . These period bands sample the range where we obtain a high number of group velocity measurements for most station pairs. We weight each station pair equally during the inversion process. A 0.2 × 0.2 degree grid and a (constant) starting model corresponding to the averaged observed velocity at each period is employed. Different regularization configurations are tested to find the optimal combination of parameters. Finally, we use a weight of α = 400 and a correlation length of σ = 40 km for the Gaussian smoothing function (for details see Barmin et al. 2001) . We obtain rms reductions between 30 and 40 per cent (Table 1 ). The final group velocity maps show clear velocity anomalies in the studied area. Lower velocities are yielded for period bands between 3 and 12 s within the Oslo Graben. Higher group velocities are observed for the surrounding areas, in particular northwest of the Oslo Graben. The West of the studied area seems to be characterized by low-velocity anomalies. In Fig. 9 , we show the distribution of paths and a resolution estimate based on the method by Barmin et al. (2001) for each group velocity map. The resolution shows values below 20 km for the central part of the studied area. Closer to the margins, resolution decreases (values increase to about 35 km), but is still good enough to ensure the reliability of the inverted velocity patterns presented in Fig. 8 . We also test different thresholds (conservative and tolerant) for the data selection criteria stated in Section 2 and find no significant differences in the inverted group velocity maps. Furthermore, keeping only one station of the NORSAR array to ensure a more uniform path distribution, does not change the results significantly.
For a further test of the robustness of our results, we invert data from a synthetic velocity model (Fig. 10) . Disjoint checkerboardlike input models are used which are characterized by a constant 296 A. Köhler, C. Weidle and V. Maupin ±3 per cent velocity perturbations with respect to the background velocity of 3 km s −1 in discrete areas. We compute velocities for all station pairs which are available for the corresponding period by tracing rays through the model. For a second tomography run, Gaussian noise, with a standard deviation σ vel corresponding to the averaged observed measurement error for the respective period, is added to the group velocity computed for each interstation path (3 s: σ vel = 0.007 km s −1 , 7 s: σ vel = 0.013 km s −1 , 12 s: σ vel = 0.022 km s −1 ). Without noise, the model is well reconstructed within the central part of the studied area. However, there are smearing effects between velocity anomalies oriented southwest to northeast, which are more pronounced for the inversion of noisy input data. Furthermore, amplitudes of the reconstructed anomalies are slightly underestimated in the west and north. However, the position of the anomalies is still recovered. The reconstruction test shows that the shape and orientation of the small-scale anomalies found in the south (Fig. 8 ) might be biased by or be artefacts of the inversion.
We also invert a group velocity map at 25 s (Fig. 11) . Even if we are more tolerant in the selection criteria (SNR limit: 11; standard deviation limit: 0.1 km s −1 ; stack number limit: 2), the number of accepted velocity measurements is quite low. Therefore, we use a stronger damping to suppress inversion artefacts and obtain a rather low variance reduction (Table 1 ). The checkerboard test shows clear smearing effects. Nevertheless, the large-scale trend towards lower velocities in central and northeastern Norway can be interpreted as a robust pattern.
Discussion
There are no deep and young sedimentary basins in southern Norway which would produce pronounced low-velocity anomalies.
Therefore, small variations of about ±3 per cent as inverted from the group velocity measurements between 3 and 12 s period for wide parts of the studied region are not unexpected. The shapes of the anomalies are consistent with the main geological units in southern Norway (see contours in Fig. 8) .
Recently, Olesen et al. (2010) compiled data from petrophysical sampling programs in Norway including density measurements on bedrock samples. A number of about 28 000 rock samples, collected during geological mapping and geophysical studies, have been used to produce a density map for Norway by calculating the average values within each geological unit. The group velocity anomalies found by our study correlate well with that map. For all inverted period bands, the Oslo Graben is clearly associated with low Rayleigh wave velocities. This result can be explained by relatively low densities of the associated rocks found by Olesen et al. (2010) in that area (2600-2700 kg m −3 ). To the west and east of the Oslo Graben, the Precambrian basement shows expected higher seismic velocities (densities: 2700-2900 kg m −3 ). The Caledonian nappes in the central part of southern Norway were formed during the Caledonian orogenesis and are oriented southwest to northeast. Within the nappes, we find mostly metamorphic rocks including mafic high-density rocks (2900-3000 kg m −3 ) which explain the highest velocities found in the area. Furthermore, high velocities are also observed for the Hedmark group to the north of the Oslo Graben. As already mentioned, the velocity patterns to the southwest or west of the Oslo Graben at 3 and 7 s might be biased by lack of resolution. However, for the area of comparable low velocities around 8
• E and 60
• N, also lower densities (2650-2700 kg m −3 ) have been reported by Olesen et al. (2010) with respect to the surrounding rocks. For the remaining anomalies, it remains uncertain whether they show actual inhomogeneities in the basement rocks. It is very striking that low velocities are found in the West of the studied area for the shorter period bands. Particularly in the area where we have the Caledonian nappes, we may expect to observe high velocities as found further to the northeast within the same geological unit. This area is characterized by a very rough topography (see Fig. 1 ). Mountain peaks at 2000 m elevation are cut by deep fjords, which can reach 1000 m depth. Although low velocities can be partially explained by low densities found by Olesen et al. (2010) , we have also to account for a possible effect of the topography on propagation of the seismic waves. Strong topographic contrasts are expected to lead to an underestimation of velocities which may not be negligible for the considered wavelengths (about 10 km at 3 s period). Impact of topography and scattering on propagation of surface waves has been studied for period bands longer than 10 s by Snieder (1986) . To get a first, approximate estimate of the maximum effect of topography on waves at period bands considered here, we compute the difference between measured wave speeds along a flat path and along the surface including the relief between two stations. Although the real effect is probably lower at the given wavelengths, we find that velocities might be underestimated by up to 0.1 km s −1 (about 3 per cent) for interstation paths crossing fjords and high mountains (e.g. NWG04-NWG14). Therefore, it might become necessary to correct the group velocity maps before proceeding with a depth inversion for 3-D seismic wave velocity models. The quantification of these errors for each station pair is part of an ongoing study.
We find similar trends for seismic velocities at 3, 7 and 12 s period compared with the upper-crustal P-wave velocities published by Stratford et al. (2009) . In particular, the decrease of wave speeds within the Oslo Graben was also found on both profiles crossing the rift (see Fig. 1 ). Furthermore, slightly increasing P-wave velocities were found in the central part of the studied area at the margin of the Caledonides, where we observe the highest Rayleigh wave velocities. For a quantitative comparison, we compute Rayleigh wave group velocities at 3 s period using the model obtained from the seismic refraction experiment (Stratford et al. 2009 (Stratford et al. , 2010 at three locations crossing the Oslo Graben (see Figs 1 and 8 ). In agreement with the seismic noise tomography, we obtain that Rayleigh wave velocities are about 3 per cent faster outside the graben than inside, although the absolute forward computed velocities are slightly higher along the profile.
At 25 s period the group velocity map looks completely different compared to shorter period bands. We observe higher velocities within the Oslo Graben and close to the Norwegian coastline than in central and northeastern Norway. Even though a group velocity map presents a depth-averaged result, this pattern correlates very well with the variation of Moho depths beneath southern Norway as published by Stratford et al. (2009) . In particular, a shallower fast lithospheric mantle is an expected feature associated with the Oslo Graben.
C O N C L U S I O N S
Within this study, we have computed NCFs from a seismic broadband network in southern Norway. By evaluating SNRs and using f -k analysis, we found that seismic noise is dominantly generated at the close Norwegian coastlines during winter over a wide period range. In summer the noise wavefield appeared to be more diffuse at period bands between 7 and 12 s, which corresponds to secondary and short-period primary ocean microseisms. We found that primary microseisms at longer periods are generated in different, most likely more distant areas during summer. The spatial and temporal distribution of noise sources was found to be sufficiently good to obtain unbiased and reliable Rayleigh wave group velocities from the cross-correlation functions over all azimuths. Tomographic inversion of station pair group velocity data produced group velocity maps at 3, 7 and 12 s period. We found clear velocity anomalies in the studied area, well correlated with upper-crustal inhomogeneities like the Oslo Graben and the Caledonian nappes. Furthermore, clear correlations between velocities and surface rock densities have been observed. Lower velocities (about 3-5 per cent) have been found within the Oslo Graben, whereas the highest velocities (up to 5 per cent) could be assigned to the Caledonian nappes. Surface topography might have a non-negligible effect on measured velocities at the given wavelengths and might contribute to the low-velocity anomalies in the West of southern Norway. This potentially existing bias has to be removed before 3-D models of the region can be produced. We have also used a low number of group velocity measurements at 25 s period to get a group velocity map at this period. A large-scale pattern could be observed which is different from the upper-crustal anomalies and which correlates well with the variation of Moho depth in southern Norway.
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